
 

 

    Exciting new developments and business opportuni-
ties in the composites industry mark what will for most 
be a busy 2017. 
     Here at Flexi Magazine we offer a special thank you to 
our sponsors and contributors who now fill our pages 
with valued articles from business, legal and technical 
perspectives. We welcome your news and views from 
across the industry. We would like to hear your stories 
and I welcome contact from any and all members. Send 
your submissions and photos to imagineprint@xtra.co.nz   

— Graeme Stilwell, editor Flexi Magazine. 
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T 
HERE are a number of larger-than-
life characters in our industry, the 
ones who seem to have been 
around forever and everybody 

knows Bondy, Glenn Campbell, Ross 
George to name a few, but who are the 
next generation of CANZ leaders? 

This is the first of what will be a series of articles 
by us, the group of guys my age(ish) who I have 

been getting to know over the past few years, a who’s 
who and what drives them, those of us taking over the reins 
in a family business and those who started from scratch. 
It’s never easy to write about yourself, it seems all the 

Flexi 
columnist and 
composites 
technician Zac Haar, 
of Wellington high per-
formance carbon fibreglass 
and structural composites 
specialists Carboglass, counts 
himself fortunate to have a career and 
a hobby that co-exist seamlessly. All 
things automotive gets Zac going but 
race cars or show cars are preferred.      
Building race cars and show cars is for Zac a 
subsidised hobby. “Yes, we make a bit of money here 
and there but overall enjoyment is where it’s at for me.”  
And when most of us were enjoying a Christmas break Zac was 
busy building a couple of wide body kits for show cars, one (at 
right) picking up best body kit at the 4&R nationals. 

The cost of a      

making a quote 
— BONDY’S BIT 



bravado disappears in a flash and I feel pretty vulnerable if 
I’m honest. 
My story is one we’ve all heard a thousand times — I 

was born into the business. Some of my earliest memories 
are of hanging out with dad in the workshop, taking care of 
all the important jobs . . . holding the spanner, keeping an 
eye on “this” and making sure “that” doesn’t move. I’m 
really kinetic, I like to touch things and make stuff, I talk 
with my hands. Growing up in a workshop was the ideal 
childhood for me. To this day I’m happiest in the workshop 
getting sticky. 
It’s different with my own kids, two little girls who prefer 

cheerleading and nail polish to factory life, but when 
they’re happy to play along I get a real kick out of having 

them with me on a Saturday. They may not want to work 
for me when they’re older but I’m adamant they will learn 
how to be practical, self-reliant young women. 
I count myself as fortunate to have a career and a hobby 

that co-exist seamlessly. All things automotive get me 
going, but race cars or show cars are preferred. Interest-
ingly, we have never really pursued production body kits 
etc as a business. It just seems to take the fun away from it 
all. Building race cars and show cars is for me a subsidised 
hobby. Yes, we make a bit of money here and there but 
overall enjoyment is where it’s at for me. Over the Christ-
mas break I built a couple of wide body kits for show cars, 
one just picked up best body kit at the 4&R nationals. I’m 
currently working on a third car for a friend.  It’s a social 
event, I only really take on jobs I get excited about and 
only for people I like. 
We sponsor a Class 1 NZ touring car and have done for 

a number of years but even grass roots motorsport grabs 
my attention. As an active member of the local motorsport 
club, I’m more than happy marshalling or even better, 
propping up the bar on club night. 
The time has finally come for me to build my own race 

car too. It’s early days still but I’ve been involved in enough 
of these to know that it will cost money I don’t have, some 
sleep, the little hair I have left and that’s all before my wife 
gets involved — fun times ahead. 
With all the joy my job brings, I find taking over the 

business bittersweet. As a lifelong goal I think it’s a natural 
progression for me and I think I’m getting  pretty good at it 
too but, the meetings, the paperwork all that grown-up stuff 
keeps me away from the factory floor, leading my team in a 
hands on roll, getting sticky and loving every minute. 
I’m sure I’ll get used to it eventually but in the meantime 

race cars keep me sane and my kids keep me humble. � 

 

By DEAN VOICE,  
Technical Service & Business  
Development Manager 
Allnex 

A 
LLNEX develops and produces fire 
retardant vinyl esters, unsaturated 
polyesters and gelcoats utilising 
various halogenated and non-

halogenated flame retardant technologies. These 
products are typically used in underground and 
above ground mass transit vehicles, power poles, 
building and infrastructure fabrications.  
The flammability properties of these products 

have been characterised by testing to recognised 
international industry standards.   
Halogenated products include Hetron FR992, a high performance brominated vinyl ester 

resin manufactured in Australia under licence to Ashland Inc.  Hetron FR992 laminates 
can achieve Class 1 Flame spread ratings according to ASTM E84, when the resin is 
combined with Antimony Trioxide or Antimony Pentoxide synergists. These antimony 
compounds alone are not fire retardant, however when combined with resins containing 
chlorine or bromine (halogens), a significant reduction in flammability is achieved in manu-
factured composite parts. On combustion, these halogens form hydrogen chloride or 
hydrogen bromide which reacts with the antimony synergist in the vapor phase to form 
antimony trichloride, antimony oxychloride, antimony tribromide, or antimony oxybromide. 
These antimony trihalides or antimony oxyhalides inhibit ignition and pyrolysis by acting as 
"free radical traps", in the vapour phase. Laminates made from brominated fire retardant 
vinyl ester resins such as Hetron FR992 and Derakane 510A-40, show excellent chemical 
resistance towards a wide range of corrosive materials. They are particularly suitable for 
demanding caustic and sodium hypochlorite chemical service applications.  
The requirement for translucency and low colouration in continuous and translucent roof 

sheeting applications typically limits the available formulation options for cost effective, 
high performance fire retardant resins. Sheeting laminates fabricated using Ultratec FR 
Sheeting resin, a halogenated fire retardant vinyl ester and polyester resin blend, can 
achieve Group 3 fire classifications when tested in accordance with ISO 5660 & AS/NZS 
3837, and classified according to New Zealand Building code (NZBC) verification method 
C/VM2 Appendix A, & National Construction code (NCC) Volume 1 specifications C1.10 & 
A 2.4 of the Building Code of Australia (BCA).  However, halogenated vinyl ester based 
resins show relatively poor UV resistance properties in cured laminates on outdoor 
exposure. Panels produced using these resins require a clear UV stabilised polyester 
gelcoat on the external surface to provide good UV protection and resistance to UV 
discolouration. 
For less demanding fire retardant composite applications, more cost effective product 

solutions include Polyplex 6450, a halogenated resin based on an unsaturated polyester/
vinyl ester blend. A flammability rating of UL94HB has been demonstrated for laminates 
based on this resin, when tested according to UL94. However, significantly lower flamma-
bility properties can be achieved via additions of Antimony synergists. 
The main disadvantage of halogenated composite products, compared to non-

halogenated products, is that they produce more toxic smoke emissions in the event of 
fire. Increasing industry demands for fire retardant composites with low smoke toxicity and 
density properties are reflected in more demanding classification and testing standards 
such as NF P92-507:1994, NF F16-101:1988 & EN45545-2, which typically specify limits 
on smoke emission and smoke toxicity properties for compliance. To meet these more 
demanding compliance requirements, which are particularly critical for underground mass 
transport applications, non-halogenated fire retardant composite resin and gelcoat tech-
nologies are typically required.  
Laminates based on acrylic modified resin blends typically show significantly lower 

smoke emissions on combustion compared to conventional styrenated fire retardant poly-
esters or vinyl esters. These resins are intended to be blended with Alumina Trihydrate 
(ATH) filler, which combines to further reduce flammability of the final composite part. ATH 
is particularly effective in reducing smoke emissions of most thermoset resins, however 
the downside is that relatively high loadings (> 40% w/w) are required with most polyesters 
and vinyl esters to achieve these properties. Consequently, the relatively high filled resin 
viscosity limits workability and fibre wet-out properties during laminate fabrication for some 

applications.   Compared to ATH modified unsaturated 
polyester or vinyl ester based fire retardant systems, these 
resins typically achieve much higher fire retardency for 
equivalent ATH loadings.  
  For example, a highly fire retardant laminate showing an 
M1 F0 flammability classification according to French Fire 
standards NF P92-507:1994, and NF F16-101:1988 is 
achievable by using our acrylic resin blended with 150 phr 
(60% w/w) ATH. 
Other non-halogenated fire retardant products utilise intu-
mescent formulation technologies to achieve low flamma-
bility and reduced smoke toxicity, while maintaining excel-
lent application and handling properties during fabrication 
and good UV resistance properties in service. An M2 F1 
classification has been demonstrated for our Ultratec FR 

Gelcoat when tested in accordance with French fire standards - NF P92-507:1994 & NF 
F16-101:1988.  Ultratec FR Gelcoat also achieves a zero flame spread index when tested 
according to AS1530.3. � 
 



Leadership             
development is a big 

winner. When you take 
people out of the their 
“normal hierarchical 
structure” working 

towards a non-work-
related goal you often 

see the most           
unexpected leaders 

step forward and shine.  

Kate Taylor, Business Advisor and Director  – Advantage Business 

By KATE TAYLOR 

I 
 WAS listening to my kids playing on the trampo-
line the other day (to be honest I was in my shed 
hiding from them waiting for the inevitable tears… 
it’s where I go for peace and quiet!) and I listened 

to a 10-year-old and a four-year-old negotiate how to take 
turns winning and still have lots of fun together. They were 
playing a game of their own making (a perplexing combi-
nation of wrestling, magic spells and “special moves” from 
Streetfighter) where the rules were fluid and the bounda-
ries fuzzy at best. 
Although usually a recipe for disaster, what I heard 

made me proud of the people they were becoming and 
the life skills they were learning by playing together 
“nicely” – ish. Calls of “foul play” were settled with a reit-
eration of the rules, establishment of where they were 
contravened, followed by actions to rectify and redress. 
The power struggles were real, as were the hurt feelings – 
but each of my cherubs seemed to realise that “packing a 
sad and leaving the game” would result in them both 
losing, so they found ways for them both to win. 

FACT: Playing engenders goodwill and good  
negotiation skills. 

It strikes me that business owners could learn a lot from 
listening to kids play. If they made their environments 
more fun then: 

•  Their workers would play together while they work; 

•  There would be more goodwill generated; 

•  The negotiation skills of the whole team would improve; 

•  Their ability to communicate with each other would 
increase; 

•  Collective problem solving would improve as a result; 

•   Productivity would go up. 

By MARK BATTLEY 
Composite materials are becoming increasingly 

popular in the construction industry with applications 
including external cladding, roofing, flooring and 
underground infrastructure. 
 Despite composites’ many advantages, compa-

nies still find it difficult to use composite materials 
for building applications in New Zealand — a key 
factor being the complications and expense of 
achieving compliance with the New Zealand Build-
ing Code (NZBC). Flammability can be a particular 
challenge, both finding material combinations which 
meet NZBC requirements, and cost-effectively 
demonstrating compliance with the code. 
The Composites Association of New Zealand and 

some of its member companies have been working 

with CACM at the University of Auckland to understand 
the NZBC compliance process for composites and to 
measure the structural and flammability behaviour of 
industry-relevant material systems. 
In 2016 a final year student project was undertaken in 

collaboration with Wellington-based Carboglass. This 
involved a case study development and assessment of a 
typical composite building panel system, investigating 
how the composite solutions performed relative to alter-
native materials and the NZBC requirements. Outcomes 
from this study will be presented in an upcoming mem-
bers’ meeting, and also as a guideline document for 

CANZ members. Results showed that the NZBC Group 
Number of the laminate and sandwich panels investi-
gated ranged from Group 1 to Group 3, with flammability 
test results being very sensitive to factors including the 
laminate type, the amount of fire-retardant additives and 
the resin content.  
CANZ and CACM are keen to expand this work in 

2017 to investigate the flammability performance of a 
wider range of material systems. To do this we would like 
to bring together a group of material suppliers and manu-
facturers to undertake a cross-industry applied research 
project – details are still in the early stages of being 
defined, but if you are interested in being involved please 
contact Mark Battley [m.battley@auckland.ac.nz] or 
CANZ president Susan Lake 
[slake@corebuilderscomposites.com]. �  

Productivity = profitability, and that’s what every busi-
ness owner wants – more return on the investment of their 
blood, sweat and tears. More return on their investment 
and the sacrifices they’ve made for the business — and 
what easier way to achieve that ROI than through play? 
Working environments where the staff play together 

while they work have been shown to be more effective, 
more creative and hugely productive working environ-
ments. Google’s offices are famous for being more like 
adult playgrounds than offices. They make no secret of 
the fact that they attribute a lot of their ability to “stay on 
top” to how creative their people can be at work, and they 
support that creativity through the environment they 
provide for those workers. 
Now I’m not saying we all need to replace the office 

chairs with bean bags but it occurs to me that friendly 
competitions (which aren’t just disguised sales targets), 
competitions that sit outside of “normal productive work” 
engineer productive competitiveness without the politics 
that goes along with competing IN the working environ-
ment. 

Activities that involve teams helps workers commu-
nicate better by being forced to work together for a 
common goal. 
Problem solving activities hone negotiation skills as 

each worker puts their idea forward and (for the good 
of the team) has to incorporate the best of their ideas 
with the best of their workers. 
Last but not least, leadership development is a big 

winner. When you take people out of the their “normal 
hierarchical structure” working towards a non-work-
related goal you often see the most unexpected lead-
ers step forward and shine. 
Throughout my career I’ve worked in many environ-

ments and it’s not a coincidence that the highest 
performing ones were those where there were friendly 
competitions amongst the workers. 
At one of my employers in London the UEFA foot-

ball office competition bought the whole office to a 
standstill for two hours on a Friday afternoon while 
everyone confirmed their teams for the weekend’s 
games — even those (like me) who couldn’t articulate 
the off-side rule (and still can’t) got swept up in the 
camaraderie and excitement of who might be taking 
home the cookie jar on Monday (the winnings were 
kept in a cookie jar). One of the directors of the busi-
ness harrumphed about the wasted productivity time 
and tried to insist it was done outside of working hours 
– but the GM saw the value in it and fought to let us 
have our fun. The GM saw the frenzied “non-
productive” activity as the cultural glue that helped 
keep us working together as a high performing team 
during the rest of the week. 
It’s not something that’s easily manufactured – and 

I’ve seen some “management initiatives” aimed at 
creating the goodwill and skills mentioned above fall 
flatter than pancakes on Shrove Tuesday. Usually 
because they are seen as “one-offs and manufac-
tured” instead of “ongoing and spontaneous”, however 
when you allow your people (and let them know 
they’re allowed) to have fun at work the benefits are 
literally incalculable (including other benefits like 
reduced staff turnover and increase creativity). 
I implore all managers, business owners and 

bosses out there to reframe play at work as not only a 
“good thing” but as an “essential thing” when looking 
to maximise the potential of their business. 
Pub quiz anyone? � 

Cross-industry applied          
research project 



 

SUSAN LAKE 
President 
of CANZ 

2017 is off to a quick start and the 
Executive has been busy planning 
for the year ahead. 
Greg Simons and his subcommit-
tee have selected DesignEx in June 
for the Association to promote our 
industry and capabilities to archi-
tects and the building industry. We 
will have a trade stand in the main 
hall and will be looking for content 
and images to display and fill the 
space. This is an opportunity for 
members to get involved. 
Composite Technician (ANZSCO 
#399999) is now listed by Immigra-
tion New Zealand as an essential 
skill In demand and on the immedi-
ate skill shortage list. This should 
expedite work visa applications for 
members hiring overseas applica-
tions with minimum equivalent 
NZQA Level 4 or 3 years’ relevant 
experience. The Association main-
tains that this is to overcome the 
immediate skill shortage that our 
industry is experiencing, but not a 
long-term solution. We encourage 
members to also take on appren-
tices and work with NZMAC ITO for 
long-term staff training. 
I can also announce that we have 
a date for the inaugural Advance 
Composites Trade Challenge as the 
12-14th October! This first event will 
function as a trial run for next year’s 
national championships where we 
will select representatives for New 
Zealand for the 2019 World Trades 
Challenge.  While the World Trade 
Challenge team must be under the 
age of 22 in 2019, there will be 
opportunities for older apprentices 
and tradespeople to participate and 
compete to represent your universi-
ties, companies or regions. Anyone 
interested in participating should 
keep an eye out for more informa-
tion in June or contact NZMAC ITO. 
I encourage members to keep 
reading their ICANZ emails for de-
tails of upcoming members’ meet-
ings, DesignEx Trade Stand and 
later this year the annual confer-
ence in Auckland. 

— Susan Lake, President 

It is important when selecting the correct resin when 
making a composite laminate that you go through a 
check list before you proceed. The check list should go 
like this: 
What properties of the resin are required to make 

the intended part? These properties may be as follows. 

•   Mechanical Properties — this incorporates the 
resin reactivity, flexural strength, compressive strength 
and elongation. Testing such as long term creep may 
also be necessary. 

•   Chemical Resistance — this incorporates water 
resistance, food contact and residual styrene, chemical 
resistance. 

•   Optical Properties — does the resin need to be 
opaque, clear or does it need to be gel coated? 

•   Weathering Properties — is UV resistance re-
quired? What temperature will the laminate heat up to 
which is related to the colour of the gel coat? 

•   Fire Resistance — what group resistance is re-
quired? 

•   Operating temperature that the resin must oper-
ate under. 

The speed of cure is also an important element. 
Choosing the correct manufacturing method for the 
desired part is a critical decision to make and this will 
influence the type of resin you may select. For exam-
ple compare making the part using open-moulding to a 
closed mould method such as resin transfer moulding 
(RTM).  
There are two definite components to the cure of 

resins and gel coats. First of all is the gel time and 
secondly is the gel to cure, or more importantly the 
required de-mould time.  
Shrinkage — although important with all aspects of 

the end uses of the resin, shrinkage can be modified 
by the use of low profile additives and/or fillers. Typi-
cally, an unfilled polyester resin will shrink between 6-
8%. When filled this can be reduced by almost 50%. It 
is important to note that the styrene content (solids of 
the resin) will always predetermine the amount of 
shrinkage, the more styrene the more shrinkage. 
Physical property considerations 

•   Resin viscosity 

•   Do you want a colour change in the resin? 

•   Is the resin to be waxed or un-waxed? 

•   Will the resin be thixotropic or not? 

•   Do you want a spraying or brushing grade? � 

I if I can impart one import fact it is 
that when comparing one resin to 
another, one of the most important 
properties for you to search out is 
the heat distortion temperature 
(HDT) of the resin. This indicates the 
reactivity of the resin, which is im-
portant when you have selected the 
method of manufacture you intend 
to use. — Glenn Campbell, Technical Adviser. 

Selecting the correct polyester resin 
for your laminate Flexi technical adviser     

Glenn Campbell                                              
takes a look at a                   

fundamental choice 
DesignEx opportunity 
for members to      
promote our industry 
to architects 



   When engaging a contractor it is important to ensure that there is an appropriate con-
tractor agreement in place. This article outlines some of the key issues to consider for a 
contractor agreement. 
Term or Duration: It is important to include in the agreement the specific dates on which 

the contract will commence, and when the services will be terminated. 
Services to be Supplied: The agreement should detail what services are to be provided, 

when they are to be provided, how they are to be requested, etc. 
Equipment and Resources: It should be made clear in the agreement what equipment 

and resources (if any) are to be supplied by the contractor, and which are to be 
supplied by the company. If the company is to supply equipment, you may want 
to consider a provision covering how the equipment is to be used, and when 
and in what circumstances it is permitted to be used. There can also be a re-
quirement for the equipment to be maintained in working order, and to be re-
turned when requested by the company. 

Relationship Between the Parties: The agreement should record that the engagement 
is a contractor relationship rather than an employment relationship, however this 
must be reflected by the substance of the agreement and the nature of the 
relationship.  

Health and Safety: With health and safety becoming an increasingly hot topic for busi-
nesses, and hefty penalties for non-compliance, it is important that contractors 
are made aware of the company’s health and safety policies, and required to 
comply with them. This can include a requirement to have thoroughly read all 
health and safety materials and participate in any health and safety training 
courses provided by the company.   

Remuneration: The agreement should include full details of payments to be made to the 
contractor for the services. An important aspect of a contractor relationship (as 
opposed to an employment relationship) is that the contractor is responsible for 
payment of their taxes and ACC levies.  

Contractor Warranties: It may be appropriate to implement a contractor warranty clause 
in a contractor agreement. Such clauses can create warranties appropriate to 
the nature of the services performed. Examples include a warranty to perform 
the contracted services to a certain standard of care, or to be performed in 
accordance with any instructions given by the company, or a requirement for the 
contractor to keep accurate and timely records of services rendered.   

  With health and safety becoming an increasingly 
hot topic for businesses, and hefty penalties for 
non-compliance, it is important that contractors are 
made aware of the company’s health and safety 
policies, and required to comply with them. This 
can include a requirement to have thoroughly read 
all health and safety materials and participate in 
any health and safety training courses provided by 
the company. 
  Flexi Magazine is pleased to bring to CANZ 
members this article from Guy Burgess, Partner, 
Clendons, Commercial Lawyers, Auckland.  

Indemnity: A clause requiring the contractor to indemnify the company and or its 
officers for all action or losses arising from the contractor carrying out the 
contracted services may also be appropriate.   

Confidentiality: During the term of the agreement, it is likely that the contractor will 
be provided with, or have access to, confidential information relating to the 
company. This can include customer information, pricing, or information 
concerning customer security, such as codes or location information.  A 
clause covering how and when this confidential information is to be used, 
and restrictions on unauthorised disclosure, is an important provision, and 
should be included in a contractor agreement.   

Intellectual Property: Intellectual property is often a vital asset for companies. If the 
engagement is intended to result in new intellectual property being created 
that the company wishes to retain, it is important that the agreement ex-
pressly records the intended arrangement.  

Non-Solicitation: In some circumstances it may be appropriate to include a non-
solicitation clause. This could cover scenarios where you wish to prevent a 
contractor from engaging with customers or clients of your business, and 
could also prevent a contractor from hiring or soliciting employees or other 
contractors of the business. A non-solicitation clause will usually apply 
during the term of the contractor agreement, and for a defined period of 
time following termination of the agreement. It is important to remember 
that courts are likely to look unfavourably on “oppressive” or 
“unreasonable” restraints that may unduly inhibit the contactor’s ability to 
trade in their chosen field, so a balanced and fair approach is advisable.     

Dispute Resolution: Putting in place an appropriate mechanism for resolving dis-
putes can be advisable to save both time and cost should a dispute arise. 

The specific terms of a contractor agreement should always be carefully considered 
and tailored to the specific situation. 

 
For more information on matters covered in this article, please contact: 
 
Guy Burgess 
Partner 
 
 

Disclaimer 

This article is necessarily brief and 
general in nature and is not legal 
or professional advice. Readers 
must seek legal advice relevant to 
their specific       circumstances. 
Please contact the professional 
staff of Clendons 
(www.clendons.co.nz) for  advice 

specific to your situation. 

PO Box 1305 
Auckland 
New Zealand 
Phone: +64 9 306 8000 
DDI:      +64 9 306 8003 
Fax:       +64 9 306 8009 
Email:  guy.burgess@clendons.co.nz  

By Zac Haar, of Carboglass 

So Carboglass is moving. It’s been in the works for quite 
some time now but as you can imagine not the sort of thing 
you want to go rushing into. 
 Those who have been through the process of physically 

shifting an entire operation would agree it’s not for the faint 
hearted.  It’s expensive, time consuming, stressful and a 
real juggle to manage current orders and hold enough 
stock items to satisfy customer needs in the upcoming 
down time. All this before having to play catch-up once 
settled into the new premises. 
It will probably come as a bit of surprise to hear, then, 

that not only are we moving out of our current building in 
six weeks, but eight weeks later we are moving back in. 
It has taken a lot of soul-searching but we’re convinced it 

is the best decision for us long term. However, for the 
doubters out there, I understand. 
There’s a good reason for our seeming self-punishment 

— asbestos removal. 

It could potentially be carried out in stages,  however  
there is no insurance cover for asbestos-related matters 
and that means that in the event of drama, all of our equip-
ment could be condemned or tied up for cleaning almost 
indefinitely. It’s a no brainer, get out. 
The reasons for moving back in are less straightforward, 

but I’ll share the highlights anyway. 
For starters our landlord is a customer of ours, a good 

one. Keeping our customers happy and providing incentive 
for them to stay with us is always a good place to start. 
The way the business operates and the type of work we 

do have both changed a lot in the time we have been in 
this building. In light of this, we are looking upon our shifts 
as an opportunity not an inconvenience. The opportunity 
will be to set up shop in a premises we are already familiar 
with and hopefully optimise the layout for the future. 
Attending CANZ member meetings and factory tours has 

been of real benefit in this regard (Bondy, Greg) . Those of 
you who have shared your ideas,  justified your decisions, 

and even better, highlighted areas for improvement are a 
real asset to us in this situation. Thank you. Once estab-
lished we hope to return the service with a factory worthy 
of a tour. 

Our building is quite small at around 650m2 so creating 
space is a must. Brendan at Trutech in Napier made the 
big move a number of years ago and has a fantastic con-
tainerised business that we will shamelessly copy. This will 
keep us operating while we are waiting for a clean building, 
and also help us to improve upon our current setup long 
term. This will help with insurance and WorkSafe too as far 
as keeping hot work, dust, fumes and materials nicely 
separated from each other. 

I’m guessing at around six months start to finish. Head 
down tail up for now, a couple of quiet months in the mid-
dle and then the pressure points during June and July.  
See you all on the other side. � 



1 The Association for Composites 
If your work or interest is composites and fibreglass, we 
are the only association that focuses entirely on this 
business today. It helps one keep up with technology 
and other changes, and with our links to overseas 
composites association provides links worldwide. An 
association "Code of Ethics" protects members. 

2 Legislation Assistance 
The composites Association keeps abreast of changes 
and issues guidelines to members. 

3 Own Code Of Practice 
Our very own “Composites Code of Practice” was 
published in 1998 and is the accepted “Code” for our 
industry. All members were able to provide input into its 
development to ensure it was workable. Compliance 
with the “Code” is the best way of meeting NZ health 
and safety requirements. 

4 Annual Conference 
Keeping up-to-date with technology can be as easy as 
attending the Association’s conferences. Overseas 
speakers tell us about new materials, technology and 
equipment. There are hands on equipment and materi-
als demonstrations and an exhibition with ideas and 
information for all. 

5 Regular Flexi  Magazine 
A regular magazine called Flexi is published for mem-
bers to keep them abreast of what is going on in the 
industry in New Zealand and globally. 

6 Industry Training 
The association has led in the development of training 
courses to suit our industry, working in association with 
the New Zealand Marine and Composites Industry 
Training Organisation.  

7 Education, Marketing, Standards 
Members can attend educational evenings to learn 
about materials and techniques. Members can partici-
pate in projects to market composites in New Zealand 
and support the development of accepted standards. An 
example of this was the publication of a “FRP Design 
Manual”. 

8 Low Cost 
The cost to members is very reasonable indeed, in view 
of the comprehensive service provided by the Associa-
tion. This is a great investment for your future in our 
industry. 

9 Official Solicitors 
CANZ would like to acknowledge and thank new spon-
sor Clendons, Barristers and Solicitors, Commercial 
Lawyers, Auckland, now official solicitors for CANZ in its 
official magazines, newsletters and other communica-
tions to members.  

Here’s         good reasons 
why you will benefit 

IMCD New Zealand Ltd 
Warren Strickett 
www.imcdgroup.com  
Tel (09) 582 0314  

Directly from WorkSafe 

“We have previously informed you 
that the regulations would be made by 
December 2016 to come into effect in 
July 2017.  Please note that given the 
large size and complexity of the    
drafting task this timeframe has been 
extended. We now anticipate that the 
regulations can be made by late 
March/early April 2017 at the earliest, 
to come into effect in early December 
2017.” 

   A reminder that the new HASNO  Regulations are 
still not in force. Due to the large number of submis-
sions that were  received (I hope yours was there) 
the note at right has been circulated by WorkSafe. 
This gives our industry extra time to submit an appli-
cation for variation. Any conditions subsequently 
negotiated and accepted, will remain in place, as 
has been pointed out before. Applications received 
AFTER the new regulations come into force, will 
have any  conditions reviewed every five years, and 
changes made. It would therefore be wise to apply 
now.  

— Steve Bond 

Welcome to a 
new member 

By STEVE BOND 

I 
 HAVE always been in awe of the big players in 
any industry, be it super yachts, or super struc-
tures, on how do they put in a price for such 
items, with some degree of certainty that it is 

achievable, and without spending a fortune on a 
“chance” of winning the bid in the process? 
 The old adage of ‘How do you eat an Elephant?” 

springs to mind. The answer is “one mouthful at a time”, 
and these bigger companies no doubt engage numerous 
mouths for the feast. But if five companies bid, there will 
clearly be four companies that would then be feeling the 
pain and costs of their banquet, as it has not been 
funded from the job as hoped. 
At the other end of the scale we are more likely deal-

ing with a much smaller animal, from a mouse and up to 
a small cattle beast in comparison. However, it’s not just 
the full size, but the relative size to the company that is 
the true comparison. Even these smaller animals can be 
taxing on a smaller company. Vast numbers of hours 
consumed for no return can make one feel a little under-
nourished. 
Over the last 18 to 24 months or so there have been 

an increasing number of jobs to price that just go no-
where. A sign of our uncertain times perhaps as when 
given the reality of the costs of the development, a loss 
of enthusiasm ensues. Of course we have all had the 
client who asks “You cover the development and then 
you’ll get the work.” Yeah right. 
Some recent jobs require technical input in the form of 

CAD design, engineering, etc. These are now starting to 
incur costs at much greater rates than the proprietors’ just 
on “the living wage” hourly rate. If unsuccessful in bringing 
the job home, you have now not only lost your hours, but 
can have out-of-pocket expenses as well. The interesting 
thing is that some of these jobs have emanated from the 
likes of architects or engineers who are getting paid and 
are now asking you to do what they should have done for 
free. 
As these jobs come up, a more frugal approach could or 

should be taken, as I have now learnt to do. Drawing upon 
your vast experience in the industry, you can offer to give a 
best estimate without any guarantees. If that is within their 
budget then the next step is to say that there will be a non-
refundable fee to get the required outwork done. What you 
disclose in your bid should be restricted until paid for. 
Each job will have its own attractions and risk factor for 

sure. If I had designed up blades for every budding wind 
turbine designer that walked in our door, I would have a 
body of Biafran proportions, and everyone knows that ain’t 
the case (No extra comments required thank you very 
much). The golden rule is discuss, agree, record and get 
signed any such requirements BEFORE you embark on 
the exercise. You may be pleasantly surprised on how 
willing some customers are to accept this if known before-
hand. But beware of the wrath you may incur if you try to 
do it after. 
Happy quoting, And may they all bear nourishment. 

— Bondy 

Recent and past discussions with 
various members indicate some in-
spectors may be trying to apply the 
spray coating regulations to their 
booths. This is NOT the case. See 
below: 
The Code of Practice for Health and 

Safety in the Manufacture of Compos-
ites based on Synthetic Resins 
(Fibreglass) states in 3.1.1 – Installa-
tions of Spray Booths that: 
The Spray Coating Regulations 

1962 exclude from the definition of 
spray coating the process of chopped 

strand spraying or gel coating.  Hand 
lay-up, employing use of rollers and 
brushes, is not subject to the Spray 
Coating Regulations 1962.  
Spray coating of solvent-based 

paints is subject to the Spray Coating 
Regulations 1962.             — Steve Bond 


